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“Horizon-T” is an innovative detector system located at Tien Shan high-altitude Science Station
(TSHASS) at  approximately 3340 meters  above the sea level.  It  consists  of  eight detection
points separated by the distance up to one kilometer that can measure time characteristics of the
Extensive Air Showers (EAS) and record signal shapes with time resolution of ~10 ns. It was
constructed to register EAS in the energy range above 1016 eV coming from a wide range of
zenith angles (0o - 85o). The system includes both the plastic scintillator particle detectors as
well as the Vavilov - Cerenkov radiation detectors subsystem to observe the Cerenkov light from
the EAS in the atmosphere directly. The time resolution and signal shape analysis capabilities of
the detection points are used to study EAS development in the atmosphere.
The development of the EAS is a process that can be studied both spatially and temporally. For
the spatial part, a distributed network of detection points is required. For the time part, a signal
shape must be recorded and analysed at each point with time resolution on the order of ~10 ns.
In this paper, the current system description and performance level are described. Additionally,
the latest data examples showing the unusual EAS examples above 1017 eV are  included.
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1. Introduction
The Horizon-T (HT) detector system [1] realizes ideas that were first formulated in [2] and
[3].  The  first  results  of  the  Horizon-T  have  been  published  in  [4]  and  [5]  with  another
publication being prepared currently.
As EAS develops while passing through the atmosphere, ultra-relativistic electrons, muons
and Vavilov - Cerenkov radiation photons each form a shower disk. Calculations, carried using
CORSIKA [6] EAS simulation software package, indicate that for vertically incoming EAS with
primary particle energy ~1017 eV at the distance 100 m from the core the charged particles pass
the  observation  level  in  ~15-20 ns  and in  a  few ns  near  the  core.  This  sets  minimal  time
resolution scale for HT and it is currently at better then ~10 ns.
With the increase of zenith angle the apparent thickness of the shower disks increases. The
ability to conduct measurements at large zenith angles near to the horizon and the high time
resolution give the name of the experiment: Horizon-T (where T stands for time). Developing
on  the  HT  ideas,  there  is  also  a  project  for  a  more  advanced  detector  HT-KZ  [7]  (HT-
Kazakhstan) to be constructed in the near future.
1.1 Current Horizon-T
 The TSHASS was established in 1958 as a station devoted to studying of the cosmic rays
in a wide energy range from the galactic and extra-galactic sources.  Since then,  the station
personnel has accumulated a vast amount of knowledge and experience and has participated in a
large number of different ground-breaking experiments over the course of the years. The study
of time characteristics of the muon component was also carried our for many years.
 The current HT system consists of three Vavilov - Cerenkov radiation detector (VCD)
(Figure 1, left) and eight working charged particles detection points (Figure 1, right) that are
separated up to 500 m distance from the center point.
The methodology of the current HT detector system is to look at the EAS near the horizon
(up to 85o from zenith) and to obtain the coordinates of the incoming EAS primary particle using
the timing resolution from the  disk reaching the detector. In addition, the VCD provides the
detection of the Vavilov - Cerenkov light from the charged EAS components (EM and muons).
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Figure 1: Horizon-T detector: Cerenkov light detectors (left) and charged 
particles detection points location (right)
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2. HT Components
Each  detection  point  except  point  8  have  three  scintillator  detectors  (SD),  oriented
perpendicular to each other in the x, y and z planes. Point 8 that has only the z-plane one. The z-
plane  is  parallel  to  the  sky.  This  arrangement  is  needed  for  the  angular  isotropy  in  the
registration of charged particles. SD use polystyrene-based square-shaped cast scintillator [8]
with 1 m2 area and 5 cm width. SD have either PMT-49 (FEU49B) [9] or Hamamatsu [10]
R7723 PMTs. Liquid scintillator is considered as a possible upgrade [11].
The VCD is located next to detection point 1. It consists of three parabolic mirrors of 150
cm diameter and focal length of 65 cm. They are mounted on the rotating support allowing
detection in zenith angle range of 0o-80o and in azimuthal angle range of 0o -360o. PMT-49Б
(FEU49B) that is 15cm in diameter is located in the focal point of each mirror. The field of view
of each mirror + PMT is ~13o.
From the  geographical  regions  studied  for  the  astroclimate,  eastern  Tien-Shan is  well
suited for Vavilov - Cerenkov radiation measurements [12] since for the most of the year there is
a Rayleigh - type atmosphere when there is no aerosol present.
HT data aquisition system uses  three CAEN[13] DT5730 flash ADCs with syncronization
and self-trigger using the SD signals.
3. Unusual EAS signals at HT
CORSIKA [6] simulation software is based on our current understanding of HEP, thus
simulating a ‘standard’ shower. At observation level, such EAS has a single disk with particle
density changes approx. 1/r2  from the core and passage time is growing ~r2  as well. An image
of a typical event signal is shown in Figure 2.
Below are the examples of ‘unusual’ EAS signals. Note that all HT hardware has been
calibrated [14] to ensure signal purity and proper functionality, and to exclude signal artefacts.
When first observed by J. Jelly and W. Whitehouse [15], they were attributed to delayed
particle effect at the time. At HT, these signals are called ‘multimodal’. The HT superior time
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Figure 2: Image of a typical event at HT detector system.
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resolution and full  signal  shape analysis indicates the attribution of the multimodal  EAS to
possible new phenomena. This is a work in progress and the results will be reported separately.
The examples of the 'unusual' EAS signals are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Diffrent
detection  points  have  signals  that  may  come  from  multiple  disks  arriving  at  lartge  time
differences.  If  this  were  due  to  delayed particle,  a  mass  of  a  particle  created  needs  to  be
unreasonably large thus this explanation of the effect  observed is  highly unlikely.  All  these
events are above ~1017 eV due to the area covered by the disk (e. g. number of the points hit)
4. Conclusion
Horizon-T is  a new EAS detector  taking advantage of  both the spatial  and temporary
distribudion of the charged particles in a disk. Its capabilities allow to see 'unusual' EAS signals
appearing at the higher end of the energy spectrum available to HT.
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Figure 3: Example of the 'unusual' EAS signal.
Figure 4: Example of the 'unusual' EAS signal.
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